We confirmed that how many kinds of epn spins the atoms have by calculating heat capacity of metals according to energy levels in the previous reference. To know more the spin models of epn of hydrogen and helium are imagined and their line spectra are counted. And the explanation of interference is discussed. Gas atoms make line spectra by optical interference. Solid atoms make them by exciting the lowest epns of their cluster first. They all make s, p energy orbit. One axis is composed of two epns. 1s or 2s of atoms except for lithium generally makes the symmetric axis. When each energy level is filled up by epns, these are symmetrically paired first. The atoms which fit the number of line spectra correctly by optical interference are hydrogen and helium. By counting the number of alignments of epns spins within the cluster, the atoms which fit the number of line spectra correctly are lithium, beryllium and phosphorus. The number of line spectra of the rest atoms which we have counted approaches the experimented numbers approximately, not correctly.
Introduction
Humphreys [1] - [3] says that we can explain the line spectra through interferometric measurement on some gas atoms. The line spectra of atoms come out much more than their atomic number. Until now one electronic atomic model is solved through Schrödinger's equation, and then its energy levels are used on interpreting the line spectra.
Hence 4 kinds of spin energy level for each epn (one electron + one proton + one neutron) with one additional energy level in the previous reference [4] are assumed and used on explaining the heat capacity of metals according to energy levels without any problems. The arrangement of spins of each epn (or ep) is that the proton (+neutron) is situated in the inside of a sphere consistently and its electron in the outside of the sphere. An ep is an epn of a hydrogen atom. Hydrogen atoms have also 4 kinds of ep spin models as showed in Figure 1 which seem to be useful on movement and for stability. The discharge of hydrogen or helium is not the pure interference like coherent wave. Since hydrogen and helium are gases, they make line spectra through discharge in the quartz cylinder. To make the line spectra the mixing among the discharges of atoms may occur. The optical interference is composed of 1, or 2, or 3 kinds of epns (eps). It may not be possible in the present diffraction grating equipment that more epns than 3 gather and discharge. A characteristic of optical interference is that its intensity is obtained by productions (collisions), not by smooth vector additions. The optical interference of one kind of epn means that one proton, its neutron and its electron are composed to make a line spectrum in collision. In the optical interference of one epn, 3 points (one electron, its proton, its neutron) make one face. The points have different electricity one another as we see in Figure 2 which is showed in Ref. [4] . Each point attracts one another by consuming its mass as Einstein said. Finally they make one point face and then have the largest intensity. The optical interference of 2 epns means that 2 faces make 90˚ -180˚. According to the proceedings of discharge of each epn, their intensities are obtained by the production of the intensities of two epns, and their combination angle decreases the intensity. The optical interference of 3 epns is described in the same manner. 
Atomic Models and Line Spectra
In order to find the evidence which the atoms have 4 kinds of the orbital spins, we looked over the line spectra from hydrogen to the atoms which we can figure out. It is recorded that the gas, hydrogen ( 1 1 H ) whose atomic spin models are shown in Figure 1 has 8 line spectra which are recorded in Ref. [5] . Even if it is hard to handle its original reference and its precise contents about the line spectra, we could guess some plausible physical concepts. We get the number from four solo epn optical interference line spectra of , , ←⇐ ←⇒ →⇐ and →⇒ , three two epns optical interference line spectra of , ←⇐ ←⇒ ←⇐ →⇐ and ←⇒ →⇐ , one three epns interference line spectrum of ←⇐ ←⇒ →⇐ . Here X-ray spin ( →⇒ ) does make the two epn and three epn line spectra with the other spins, but they are not measured. In the above the double arrow means a proton and the single arrow its electron.
The basic epn spin alignments of 2 1s of the gas, 4 2 He whose atomic spin models are shown in Figure 3 are ←⇐⇒→ , ←⇒⇐→ , →⇐⇒← and →⇒⇐← . In the above the double arrow means a proton (+neutron) and the single arrow its electron. It is believed that the epns in the atom are seen to be perfect symmetric but not to be symmetric in making line spectra because each epn in the axes makes its own solo optical interference line spectrum. Here Pauli's exclusion principle is applied. As we see in Figure 4 and Figure 5 the bonding and non-bonding between two orbital neutrons in the core of helium atom are the attraction between the different charges on the neutrons and the sliding by the same direction, basing on the stability of the atom. Hence for 33 line spectra of helium atom [5] we can get exactly the number 33 from 8 solo epn optical interference line spectra ( ,
⇒← ⇒→ , and ⇐← ). 15 two epns optical interference line spectra, 10 three epns optical interference line spectra. Here two X-ray epn spins ( →⇒ , ⇐← ) do also make two and three epns optical interference line spectra, but they are not recorded. In the above when 10 three epns make the optical interference line spectra, they should be counted in one way since the electricity discharges in the one side. It makes them, going forwardly, but not backwardly.
For 48 line spectra [5] of 6 3 Li or its isotope 7 3 Li whose atomic models are shown in Figure 6 we counted the combination number of epn spins as follows. Lithium is a solid and a metal. They are made by metal bonding to make clusters. We thought that the two proton (+neutron) and two electron spins of One cluster of lithium metal has 32 atoms of different epn spins [6] . Then the number of epn spins for each energy level is 24. Finally for 48 line spectra of one cluster lithium metal we can get the number exactly from 24 × 2 of which 2 means two energy levels ( , ←⇐ →⇐ ) which excites firstly and secondly. For 72 line spectra [5] of 9 4 Be whose atomic spin models are shown in Figure 7 we can get the number of 72 exactly by counting the number of line spectra of one lowest excitation energy spin ( ←⇐ or ⇒→ ) from two X-ray spin alignments of Figure 8, The electronic configuration of 6 C whose atomic model is shown in Figure 9 is ( ) ←⇐⇒→ . Therefore for 61 line spectra [5] we can get 64 (  1  16 16 4 × × ) line spectra for the whole excitation of the lowest energy level epns spin ( ←⇐ or ⇒→ ) from one cluster of 256 epns (obtained by adding one axis (four kinds of epns) to lithium cluster). If three (or four) spectra of the cluster surrounding with X-ray spins are 
